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1 - Mina and Sasuke

Mina: Sasuke-Chan!!!Hold up!
(Sasuke Uchiha turned around to see his best friend Mina running towards him.)
Sasuke: What is it Mina-chan?
Mina: I wanna Train with you today!
Sasuke:Sorry,But Big Brother promised to train with me today! Maybe tommorow!
Mina:Oh.Okay.
(Sasuke smiles and run off into the woods.)
'Mina: Itachi-San...I wish I could train with you...'
(She blushes and heads into the woods.She hears the clinging of the Kunui knifes and quietly sneaks
around.She spots them and hides behind a tree to watch. Itachi Uchiha had just hit every
target,including one behind a huge rock.)
'Mina: Itachi-san is so skilled...'
Sasuke:WOW! You even hit the target in the blind spot behind the rock!
(Sasuke pulls out two kunui knifes)
Sasuke:Alright...My Turn!
Itachi: Sasuke, We have to go.
Sasuke:Hmph.You promised to teach me new shuriken techniques!
Itachi:I have an important mission tommorow. I have to study.
(Sasuke pouted and Mina surpressed a giggle)
Sasuke:You're a liar.
(Itachi smiled and made a hand gesture telling Sasuke to come.Sasuke smiles and ran towards
him.Only to be stopped by Itachi's two fingers jabbing him in the forehead.)
Itachi:Sorry Sasuke,Another time.
Sasuke:(Holding up Kunui's) Check this out!
Itachi: Youre gonna hurt yourself...
Sasuke:GAHHH!!!
(Crash)
Mina: SASUKE-CHAN!
---------------------------
(Itachi was giving Sasuke a piggy back ride and Mina was walking to the left of them laughing along with
Sasuke.)
Itachi:Hm.You laugh after twisting your ankle,are you hitching a free ride?
Sasuke: (Face serious) No.
Mina:It's the thoughts of the Ninja Acadamy! I'm syked too!
Itachi:Mina-san...why were you in the forest?
Mina:(Blushing) I was picking berries...
Sasuke:Hmph. From BEHIND a tree?
Mina: SHUT UP!!
Sayate: Mina-chan!Dinner!
Mina:I gotta go,see you tommorow Sasuke-chan!Oh,Good luck on your mission Itachi-san!
(Mina skips off)
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